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• The paper proposes building a Web result cache on settop boxes available at homes.
• Settop boxes are organized as a P2P network with efficient algorithms for query routing.
• The P2P network contains algorithms to deal with peaks in user query traffic.
• The P2P network contains algorithms to increase cache hits in the user community.
• The proposed Web result cache reduces communication traffic outside the ISP network.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a two-level P2P caching strategy for Web search queries. The design is suitable for
a fully distributed service platform based on managed peer boxes (set-top-box or DSL/cable modem)
located at the edge of the network, where both boxes and access bandwidth to those boxes are controlled
and managed by an ISP provider. Our solution significantly reduces user query traffic going outside of
the ISP provider to get query results from the respective Web search engine. Web users are usually
very reactive to worldwide events which cause highly dynamic query traffic patterns leading to load
imbalance across peers. Our solution contains a strategy to quickly ease imbalance on peers and spread
communication flow among participating peers. Each peer maintains a local result cache used to keep
the answers for queries originated in the peer itself and queries for which the peer is responsible for
by contacting the Web search engine on-demand. When query traffic is predominantly routed to a few
responsible peers our strategy replicates the role of ‘‘being responsible for’’ to neighboring peers so
that they can absorb query traffic. This is a fairly slow and adaptive process that we call mid-term load
balancing. To achieve a short-term fair distribution of queries we introduce a location cache in each peer
which keeps pointers to peers that have already requested the same queries in the recent past. This lets
these peers share their query answers with newly requesting peers. This process is fast as these popular
queries are usually cached in the first DHT hop of a requesting peer which quickly tends to redistribute
load among more and more peers.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Web search engines are systems devised to cope with a highly
dynamic and demanding query rates, potentially of the order of
many hundred thousand queries per second. To support redun-
dancy and fault tolerance, large search engines operate on mul-
tiple, geographically distributed data centers. Intensity of query
traffic is featured by the unpredictable behavior of users who are
usually very reactive to worldwide events [1]. Web search queries
typically follow a Zipf-like distribution of data [2,3] which produce
load balancing problems over the query result cache servers.
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This paper proposes implementing a result cache service for
Web queries using the concept of a nano datacenter infrastructure
implemented over a P2P network composed by small peers. The
nano datacenter architecture uses ISP-controlled home gateways,
like the ubiquitous set-top-boxes or STBs [4], to provide computing
and storage services, and adopts a managed peer-to-peer model to
form a distributed infrastructure [5].

We organize the STBs following a Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
model which generally provides better routing/searching perfor-
mance with much smaller overheads when compared against
unstructured P2P overlays [6]. DHTs enable building scalable, de-
centralized and self-organizing systems. These systems balance
storage, transparently tolerate peer failures, and provide efficient
routing of queries. However, they suffer from load balancing prob-
lems under the presence of highly imbalanced query distributions.
The emergence of hot-spots (popular queries) and flash crowds
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can lead to saturation of peers degrading performance of a result
caching service.

Caching schemes for DHTs and P2P networks have been
proposed for applications such as Web caching and streaming,
and have been the subject of research. In our context, the main
difference with systems studied in previous works is that a cache
service for Web search engine queries must be devised to be
efficient under the following requirements: (1) query traffic can
be very dynamic both in intensity and trending topics, and it can
be subjected to sudden peaks occurring at unpredictable time
instants; (2) cached queries are not expected to remain valid
for a long time as current search engines supporting real time
search may include new documents within a few minutes from
publication on the Web; and (3) it is necessary to transfer the
whole query answer to the requesting user as opposed to pointers
to answer objects for later retrieval.

To address these requirements, a portion of each peer main
memory is used as a result cache to hold query answers retrieved
from one or more Web search engines. These queries are assumed
to be distributed uniformly at random on N peers by means of
a hash function on the query terms. They correspond to queries
submitted by users in the recent past. Thus, any given peer is
responsible for a fraction of these queries and (on request) it must
contact the appropriate Web search engine to get the current
answers for them. Users submit queries at their local peers, and
each peermust respondwith a query answer to its respective user.

The contribution of the proposed P2P result caching are mainly
the following:

• A strategy that quickly reacts upon a sudden and drastic
increase in query traffic where possibly query contents are
highly skewed to a relative small number of different terms.
• A strategy to replicate the role of overloaded peers which

provides load fairness among the peer replicas using a small
amount of communication.

We propose using the two strategies in combination to efficiently
copewith user query traffic on a P2P result caching system forWeb
search queries.

We evaluate our proposal by using a query log from a commer-
cial Web search engine to compare it against state of the art base-
line strategies. The results show that our approach (1) improves
load balancing among participant peers, (2) increases cache hits,
(3) reduces the amount of traffic generated within the peers com-
munity and towards the Web search engines, and (4) significantly
reduces the communication volume associated with the replica-
tion of highly popular queries. All this leads to a more efficient
performance than the alternative approaches, which also has a
positive impact on reduction of overall power consumption.

An early version of this paper was presented in [7]. In this pa-
per we extend [7] to significantly improve the performance of
the strategy devised to react upon sudden query traffic peaks and
present a more comprehensive experimental performance study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
related work and presents some background concepts about our
solution. Section 3 presents the architecture, model, and the
proposed solution. Section 4 presents a performance evaluation
study conducted through process oriented discrete simulation.
Finally, Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2. Background and related work

In the following we briefly explain DHTs in order to make our
paper self-contained. Then, we present related work on caching
and replication in the context of DHTs.
2.1. Distributed hash tables

A Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is a self-organized structured
substrate built over P2P overlay networks which provides data
availability and persistence through replication. Every peer in
such systems is associated with a unique identifier which defines
the peer’s position in the structure and the range of keys it is
responsible for. Data is identified by a key in the same identifier
space and can be located within a logarithmic number of routing
hops.

DHT overlays maintain a strong topology, for example a ring in
the case of Chord [8], Pastry [9] or Tapestry [10]. We design our
solution in the context of Pastry [9] but it can be applied to other
DHT realizations.

Every peer in Pastry is assigned a unique nodeID in a space of
128-bit identifiers generated using a cryptographic hash SHA-1.
The neighbors of a peer in Pastry are stored in a leafset that contains
the L numerically closest peers, L/2 clockwise and L/2 counter-
clockwise. This set can handle replicas to improve fault tolerance
in an environment where peers join and leave the network with-
out warning. A ‘‘keep alive’’ message is used periodically to detect
failed peers.

The Pastry routing algorithm is prefix based and it routes a
message to the numerically closest peer of a given key k. In this
paper we call this peer the responsible peer of k. The Pastry routing
table stores on the nth row the IP address of peers whose nodeIDs
share the first n digits with that of the present peer. The algorithm
forwards the messages to a peer from its routing table that shares
at least one more digit with the key k than the current peer. If
no such a peer can be found and the current peer does not know
any other peer numerically closer to k, then the current peer is the
responsible of k and the routing ends.

In the case of Pastry, the leafset and the routing table compose
the out-links of a peer.

2.2. Caching and replication in DHTs

Caching and replication in DHTs are active areas of research.
P2P cache schemes have been proposed mostly for Web pages
(Squirrel [11], BuddyWeb [12], Backslash [13]), storage systems
(Aren [14,15]) and video streaming applications [16].

Approaches for cache mainly focus on optimizing one metric,
such as hit rate, latency, or communication.

Kangasharju et al. [17] propose a caching P2P community, as our
work does. Their key assumption is that traffic is cheaper within
the community than transferring content from external nodes.
They propose an algorithm called Top-K MFR that stands for most
frequently requested objects. Each node tracks the files for which
it has received a request and retrieves from the outside only the
most requested ones. Their model assumes that cached objects are
large in space, like videos, and that the size of space for caching is
relatively small, namely there is space to hold in the order of dozen
objects. This is why selecting the objects stored in cache is their
main focus. Our solution, on the other hand, is designed to handle
many small-sized objects which occupy space in the order of a few
KBs.

Despotovic et al. [18] aim at improving caching with respect to
the total traffic originated within the DHT search. They propose
to replicate an object i when a high demand for i is detected by
sending a reference of i to the previous hops that forwarded the
queries for i in the past. A threshold is defined in order to trigger
the replication of references to i. Unlike ourwork, this solution [18]
replicates references to objects. Our solution builds on the need to
send the full object (query results) to the requesting peer.

Tigelaar et al. [15] explore search result caching in a P2P
model for information retrieval. They have found that a small size
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cache offers performance comparable to an unbounded size cache.
Moreover, using simulation they have shown that in distributed
scenarios, caching can greatly reduce query load. Their results also
show that the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is the best approach
in the P2P setting.

PCache [19] is a proactive caching strategy based on popularity
of objects. Replicas are stored in the overlay nodes that are closest
to the peer responsible for an object. It periodically estimates the
popularity value of a content by using an aggregation protocol
among the peers, which can be costly in a large scale network.

Some of the authors of this paper have proposed solutions
for result caching outside the P2P model environment [20–22].
Their work has focused on caching results for Web search engines
deployed on clusters of processors. We have used one of the terms
presented in [20] to name one of the structures proposed in our
paper: Location Cache. The Location Cache in [20] reduces the
amount of hardware involved in the solution of search engine
queries by storing the nodes which provided the results for a
query in the backend. With this structure they can also select the
search nodes most likely to provide a good approximated answer
to queries so that queries are prevented from hitting all search
nodes (processors) when operating under near saturation query
loads.

Replication has been done mainly in two ways: multiple hash
strategy and path replication. The multiple hash strategy is de-
scribed in [23–25]. However, since DHTs exhibit path convergence,
multiple hash strategies are less adapted to efficiently handle
highly popular objects than path replication.

Most DHT based strategies select a group of neighbor peers to
replicate the data (e.g., the leafset in Pastry [9] contains neighbor-
ing peers). This technique uses uniform replication in a fixed num-
ber of peers to achieve high availability and fault tolerance. In the
path replication techniques, the goal is to have other peers to an-
swer queries instead of the responsible peer. These replicas could
be even closer to the source than the responsible peer.

Stading et al. [13] use a local cache diffusion method which
pushes the replicas of a document (object) to one hop closer to
the source of the last requests. This flood creates a bubble which
grows in relation to the intensity of the flood, until no peer on
the perimeter of the bubble observes high request rates. However,
details on how this decision is taken are not given. They also
propose a directory diffusion, but this is not adapted to hot-spots.

Bianchi et al. [26] compute a popularity value, maintaining
a counter for each object and a query counter. When a peer is
overloaded, it replicates the most popular objects in the most
frequent last peer along the path towards the destination peer.

The solutions in [13,26] suffer from the bubble problem where
a responsible peer stops answering queries for a popular key.

Yamamoto et al. [27] propose a path adaptive replication
method which determines the probability of replication according
to a predetermined replication ratio and storage capacity. Although
it considers the storage availability of peers, it ignores their current
load.

Ramasubramanian et al. [28] replicate objects based on the
Zipf parameter α in order to minimize the resource consumption
using local measurements and limited aggregation. However, flash
crowds can deviate the requests from the Zipf distribution. A
popular object is replicated by levels in all the peers that share one
digit lesswith the key than the responsible peer. Thiswork reduces
latency of popular objects, but it creates a high number of replicas
in the system which depends on the size of the network.

Silvestre et al. [14] propose a replication scheme called Aren,
which takes into account content popularity and QoS metrics in
content distribution systems for edgenetworks. Their strategy uses
a hierarchical network for a cloud environment and relies on the
use of a coordinator to optimize scheduling and replication. Theuse
of edge networks to build the system is similar towhat is presented
in this work. However, our P2P model is fully distributed.

In order to cope with load balancing issues in structured P2P
networks, not only replication has been considered. Most of the
solutions focus on providing a uniform distribution for the range
of keys assigned to peers. Works like [29] for example, balance the
namespace to distribute the workload evenly. The virtual server
strategy is also widely used. In this case, a single physical node
mayhavemultiple virtual nodes in the logical structure. Thismodel
enables resource-aware load balancing as peers may vary the
number of virtual nodes depending on their capacity. A drawback
of this type of solution is that a physical node has to handle
multiple routing tasks for maintenance and forwarding [30–32].

Solutions that modify a node’s identifier to redistribute load do
not consider the fact that query distribution can be highly skewed.
If the identifier of a node changes, the assigned partition is moved
between adjacent nodes. The same occurs if a node leaves and joins
at a different place in the ring, like in [33,34]. The responsible peer
changes but not the load hot-spot. Low loaded peers can exchange
place with highly loaded peers [35,36], but the responsibility lies
in a single peer. Moreover, securitymay be affectedwhen allowing
arbitrary node identifier modification as malicious peers could
join the ring by adopting IDs to serve portions of queries. Ledlie
et al. [37] propose using a strategy based on k-choices of safe IDs
to solve this problem. Each trusted peer joining the network is
allowed to choose k verifiable IDs which the peer can use to serve
different seemingly random sectors of the DHT ring. Karger and
Ruhl [38] propose that each node chooses log n places in the ring
and initially takes the responsibility for only one of them. This
scheme has been used together with the virtual server strategy.

In our work, as opposed to considering the distribution of
content in the network, we focus on object replication since in our
case we need to cope with hot spots and skewed distribution of
queries.

3. Proposed P2P caching service

3.1. Architecture

We propose to build a Caching Service (CS) to reduce query
traffic towards Web search engines by using a P2P overlay
composed of peerswithin a single geographic region and operating
as a nano datacenter infrastructure. The idea is to create a fully
distributed service platform based onmanaged boxes (set-top-box
or DSL/cable modem) located at the edge of the network, where
both boxes and access bandwidth to those boxes are controlled and
managed by a given entity (e.g., by Telco, virtual operator or service
provider) [39]. Fig. 1 presents the proposed architecture. The set-
top-boxes act like peers on the overlay. By utilizing virtualization
technology the application running on a box can be completely
transparent to the end user. The advantages of this approach
rely on their low-energy consumption, self-scalability, and high
availability. Additionally, a nano datacenter does not suffer from
free-riding, peer dynamics, and lack of awareness of underlying
network conditions [5]. Importantly, they provide access to a very
large amount of resources. As an example, in USA there are more
than 160 million set-top-boxes (STBs) which can potentially act as
small servers [4].

For a P2P CS to be of practical interest the issue of low latency
to get query answers is critical. On the other hand, structured
P2P networks suffer from high latency because during search it is
necessary to visit several peers to find the peer that contains the
target object. In order to ease this problem, like in [11], we consider
that peers remain within a geographic region.

In our architecture, user web browsers issue query requests
to the P2P CS overlay. Peers (set-top boxes) route queries among
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Fig. 1. Architecture.

peers in order to find cached information, namely answers of
queries. Like in a standard DHT, terms of queries are hashed by
using a cryptographic hash, such as SHA-1, and routed through the
overlay to the peer which shares the closest ID with the hashed
query. If the P2P CS finds a valid cached query answer it responds
directly to the requesting user. Otherwise, the query is sent to the
Web search engine to get the answer, cache it on the P2P CS and
respond to the user. The main goal is to alleviate traffic towards
search engines and reduce the costs for ISPs by reducing traffic
outside their networks.

3.2. TLC+: Two-level caching

We assume a classical DHT overlay composed by N physical
nodes (or peers) and K object-keys (query terms) mapped onto
a ring. Objects (query terms plus the respective query answer)
stored in a DHT such as Pastry or Chord, have a responsible peer
in the network that is the peer with the closest ID to the key of
the object. Thus, any given peer is responsible for a fraction of
these queries and (on request) itmust contact the appropriateWeb
search engine to get the current answers for them. Below we use
query answer and query result to mean the same, namely a valid
html page containing the results of executing the respective query
at the Web search engine which can be directly sent to the user.

Participant peers have the ability to receive, forward, and answer
a given query. In our model we assume that answering a query
(i.e., sending a query answer to a requesting peer) consumes the
highest amount of resources considering that query answers are
expected to be of the order of tens of KBs. On the other hand, receive
and forward operations are in the order of hundreds of bytes.
Requesting an object to the Web search engine is assumed to be
costly to the ISP since the communication traffic leaves its network.

Peers of the network create a collaborative cache which acts as
a distributed CS. The set-top box provider defines a fixed storage
space for caching query answers from the Web search engine for
all peers.

The proposed P2P caching strategy is composed of two levels.
The first one is devised to quickly react upon a sudden and drastic
increase in query traffic where possibly query contents are highly
skewed to a relatively small number of different terms. In this
case, each peer pi that submits a query q and receives the answer
can potentially share it with other peers pk that are requesting q
during the same period of time. This quickly eases communication
traffic on the peer r that is responsible for contacting the search
engine and sending back the answer of query q to the requesting
peer pi. Namely, if peer p1 requests the answer for a query q to
its responsible peer r , and soon after the peers p2 and p3 request
the answer for the same query q (in that order), then the proposed
strategy causes a query answer transfer from r to p1, then a transfer
from p1 to p2, and finally a transfer from p2 to p3. Notice that the
number of sequential transfers cannot be excessively large and
parallelism can be exploited for a new peer p4 as peer p1 can
transfer the query answer to p4 in parallel with the transfer from
p2 to p3. Below we describe the sequential and parallel solutions
separately. The former is suitable for moderate query traffic and
usesminimummemory spacewhereas the later is suitable for high
query traffic but it requires more memory space. We call this part
short-term load balancing.

The second level, calledmid-term load balancing, is in charge of
replicating the role played by a peer r responsible of a query q in
neighboring peerswhen traffic intensity exceeds a threshold value.
In this case, peers that are neighbors to peer r in the sense of the
DHT protocol, are also allowed to contact theWeb search engine to
get answers for the query q and pass them back to the requesting
peers. The decision on what neighbors to replicate a query q is
made by considering the intensity of query traffic arriving from
each neighbor to peer r . Neighbors routingmore instances of query
q to peer r aremore likely to get a replica of q, that is they aremore
likely to become a responsible peer for q.

3.3. Algorithmic details

Each peer has a standard result cache (RCache) and a special
purpose cache called location cache (LCache). The RCache is used
to store answers to queries and their respective query terms in
a normalized format. This cache stores answers of queries for
which the peer is responsible for (we call this subset as global
cache), and answers of queries delivered to users that submitted
queries in the peer (we call this subset as local cache). Each cache
entry has a state flag indicating whether the respective query
answer is being retrieved from a Web search engine or from some
other peer in the network. Also, in each entry there is a timeout
flag indicating the time instant from which the respective query
answer is no longer valid. The timeout is determined from TTL
values assigned to queries retrieved from the search engine (TTL
stands for ‘‘time to live’’). The RCache entries are administeredwith
the LRU replacement policy.

The LCache stores data used to support short-term scheduling.
Each entry stores terms of a query, an IP address of a peer that
contains (or is to contain soon) the answer for the query, and an
expiration counter used to limit the number of times the entry is
used to route incoming queries with the same terms. These cache
entries are also administered with the LRU replacement policy
though their overall size ismuch smaller than in the RCache as they
do not store query answers.

In the following we describe the combined operation of RCache
and LCache in each peer through an example.

Assume that a peer d is responsible for a query q and that a peer
a1 requests the answer for q. Peer a1 does not find an entry for q
in either its RCache or its LCache so it must get the query answer
from peer d. The DHT protocol establishes that to go from a1 to d
it is necessary to pass through peers b and c. In consequence, peer
a1 stores q in its RCache with flag state indicating ‘‘answer being
retrieved’’ and it sends q to peer b. Since b is the first DHT hop
from a1, an entry (q, a1,mb) is stored in the LCache of peer bwhere
mb = m is the initial value for the entry expiration counter. Then
peer b sends q to peer c , and as peer c does not find a valid entry for
q in either its RCache or its LCache, it sends q to peer d. At this point,
peer d searches for a valid entry for q in its RCache which, upon a
cache miss, it triggers a request for q to the Web search engine.
In the meantime, another peer a2 generates a request for the same
query q by sending q to peer b since b is the first DHT hop from a2 as
well. This causes a cache hit in the LCache of peer bwhich changes
the entry associatedwith q from (q, a1,mb) to (q, a2,mb−1). Then
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peer b sends the pair (q, c) to peer a1 where the peer c address is
included for cases in which peer a1 contains an invalid entry for q
in its RCache and q is not in its LCache either, so the query is sent
from peer a1 directly to peer c to reach peer d if necessary. In either
case, an entry (q, a2,ma) is stored in the LCache of peer a1 where
ma = ma − 1 or ma = m depending on whether there is an entry
for q already stored in the LCache or not. On the other hand, once
peer d contains a valid answer for q in its RCache, it initiates a data
transfer from peer d to peer a1 to make it possible for peer a1 to
contain a valid answer for q stored in its RCache and respond to
the requesting user. In turn, this triggers a data transfer from peer
a1 to peer a2 so that a2 can respond to its user and store the answer
for q in its RCache.

In this way, the aim of the combined operation of the RCache
and LCache objects in each peer is to quickly prevent the potential
saturation of peer d when an extremely popular query q suddenly
arises. Basically the main idea is to take advantage of the fact
that it is necessary to transfer query answers to requesting peers
which are re-used as replicas by other requesting peers. When the
query traffic on peer d exceeds a threshold value, it shares the
responsibility for q on one or more neighboring peers, such as peer
c , to reduce the load on d. This peer c is then allowed to contact the
search engine to let it hold a valid replica of the answer for query
q. Overall, the LRU replacement policy takes care of cache entries
that are no longer useful in the RCache and LCache objects.

Algorithms 1 and 2 describe the steps followed by the proposed
two-level scheme upon the occurrence of events triggered by the
reception of query messages in each peer.

Algorithm 1: Event handler in each peer

1 Event: A new query q arrives from a user connected to
2 this peer
3 begin
4 if RCache.find( query= q ) then
5 if RCache.isValid( query= q ) then
6 return RCache.answerQuery( query= q )

7 else if IsResponsible( q ) then
8 r = getAnswerFromSearchEngine( );
9 RCache.insert( query= q, flag=‘‘retrieved’’, answer= r )

10 return r
11 if LCache.find( query= q ) then
12 p = LCache.getPeerIP( query= q )
13 else
14 p = DHTgetNextPeerIP( thisPeer( ) )
15 RCache.insert( query= q, flag=‘‘retrieving’’)
16 send( peer= p, query= q, source= thisPeer( ) )

17 Event: An answer for query q arrives from another peer
18 begin
19 r = getAnswer( q )
20 RCache.update( query= q, flag=‘‘retrieved’’,
21 answer= r )
22 foreach query e waiting for r do
23 send( peer= sourcePeer( e ), query= e, answer= r )
24 return r

3.4. Replication

Popular objects (or hot objects) may produce an overload for
the responsible peer which may not be able to handle the amount
of requests of a hot object. Our solution attempts to solve this issue
by dynamically increasing the number of peers responsible for an
object. The key idea is to spread the load among the replicas taking
into account the current load and capacities of the peers. Unlike
Algorithm 2: Event handler in each peer (cont.)

1 Event: A query q arrives from another peer
2 begin
3 if RCache.find( query= q ) then
4 if RCache.isValid( query= q ) then
5 r = RCache.answerQuery( query= q )
6 send( peer= sourcePeer( q ), query= q, answer= r )
7 else if containNextPeer( q ) then
8 send( peer= nextPeer( q ), query= q )

9 else if IsResponsible( q ) then
10 r = getAnswerFromSearchEngine( );
11 RCache.insert( query= q, flag=‘‘retrieved’’, answer= r )
12 send( peer= sourcePeer( q ), query= q, answer= r )
13 else if LCache.find( query= q ) then
14 p = LCache.getPeerIP( query= q )
15 LCache.update( query= q, peerIP= sourcePeer( q ) )
16 c = DHTgetNextPeerIP( thisPeer( ) )
17 send( peer= p, query= q, nextPeer= c )
18 else
19 if firstHopDHT( sourcePeer( q ) ) then
20 LCache.insert( query= q, peerIP= sourcePeer( q ) )
21 if containNextPeer( q ) then
22 send( peer= extraPeer( q ), query= q )
23 else
24 p = DHTgetNextPeerIP( thisPeer( ) )
25 send( peer= p, query= q )

previous works, we do not overload the saturated peer by sending
the cached objects but sending a small message to authorize the
peer to request the object directly from the Web search engine.

We define Ci the maximum capacity of a peer i, as the requests
per unit of time it is able to answer, for example, 100 requests per
second.When thenumber of queries received for a peer i exceedsCi
we say the peer is saturated. Each peer keeps track of the number of
times an object k was accessed during a time interval. We call this
value fk, the frequency of k. The load of a peer is the total number
of times it has sent a cached object to another peer, which also
corresponds to the summation of the frequencies of all the objects
it had in its cache in that interval.

In order to take replication decision the maximum capacity Ci
and its current load Li are sent periodically by piggybacking this
information in the routing and keep-alive messages. Additionally,
each peer i stores the query frequency fij coming from its in-links
j for each stored object. An in-link j is a peer j that contains the
address of peer i in its routing table and thereby j can directly send
messages to i.

Algorithm 3 presents our replication approach. We select a
set of in-links to replicate considering that (1) the summation of
incoming frequencies for qhas to behigher than the load itwants to
alleviate, and (2) the total available capacity of the involved peers
is enough to answer the number of requests. Notice that in case
all in-links do not have enough capacity available, they have to be
replicated further into their own in-links.

3.5. Parallel LCache transfers

For each query in the LCache we can reduce latency when a
sudden peak in query traffic takes place. In this case, the number
of requesting peers per unit time increases drastically. In such
a situation letting sequential transfers of a query answer from
one peer to the another can degrade performance since the last
requesting peers should experience long latencies. We propose a
solution for this case which consists of parallelizing query answer
transfers.
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Algorithm 3: Replication algorithm
input : Object q: most frequently accessed query in the peer

RCache
input : Overload β

1 sort (inLinks): high to low fij
2 while β > 0 do
3 Pi ← Next in-link
4 Replicate responsibility for q in Pi
5 if fij < (Ci − Li) then
6 β = β − fij
7 else
8 β = β − (Ci − Li)

For a highly popular query in the LCachewe can keepmore than
one peer ID, say D peer IDs. Thus, for a suddenly popular query q,
the first requesting peer p1 would have to get the query answer
from the responsible peer and place its ID in the LCache entry
associatedwith q. The second peer p2 gets the answer frompeer p1.
After this transfer, both peer p1 and p2 are in condition to transfer
the q answer to a third peer p3. Assuming that a transfer takes τ
units of time, on average, peer p3 should expect to receive the q
answer no earlier than 2 · τ either from p1 or p2. For a continuous
stream of newly requesting peers, the number of peers available
for transfers increases significantly. For instance, for D = 2 the
number of available peers follows a Fibonacci sequence for the
number of available peers able to deliver at τ , 2 · τ , . . . , n · τ units
of time respectively.

On the other hand, keeping D unbounded does not increase
performance after a threshold value since the peer arrival rate λ
limits the total number of peers that can be served in parallel. In
terms of a G/G/∞ queuing model of this problem, the average
number of peers being served at any time is given by λ · τ and
thereby, at steady state, it does not make sense to have D > λ · τ
in the LCache for q. This indicates the basis of our approach.

We let the value of D grow and shrink in accordance with the
observed arrival rate λ. We keep a priority queue to retrieve the
peer ID which is able to serve a transfer in the least time.

Algorithm 4 presents our strategy for selecting the next peer
to let parallel transfer at the lowest cost in accordance with the
current value of D.

Algorithm 4: GetPeer
1 LCache request: A new query q arrives from peer R
2 begin
3 t = current_time( )
4 λ = update_rate( t )
5 n = heap.size( )
6 if n = 0 then
7 heap.insert( new( R ), t + τ )
8 return NULL
9 D= λ · τ

10 p = heap.get( )
11 tp = p.timeout( )
12 if tp > t then
13 t = tp
14 if n < D then
15 heap.insert( new( R ), t + τ )
16 if n+ 1 < D then
17 heap.insert( p )
18 return p.ID

4. Evaluation

We have used a process-driven simulation to conduct our
evaluation using the simulation library libcppsim [40]. Libcppsim
Table 1
Default configuration.

Parameter Value

Network size (num. peers) 1000
RCache size (num. entries) 100
Local cache size 50
LCache size (num. entries) 50

is a general purpose library written in C++ where each process
is implemented by a co-routine that can be locked and unlocked
during simulation. We have built a simulator that implements a
transport layer, a P2P overlay and our caching proposal. Pastry [9]
has been used as the overlay in our experimentation. We have
also simulated the Web search engine process, which sends the
answers to the responsible peers and other users that may exist
outside the P2P community.

In our previous work [7] we used an event-driven simulation
over Peersim [41]. However we were not able to have a dynamic
query rate with this simulator. In the present work, we therefore
use our own simulator to create a more realistic environment with
different query rates to simulate flash crowd queries.

From the state of the art we have chosen two efficient strategies
for DHTs to be compared against our approach. The first one, that
we call Leafset, replicates objects of an overloadedpeer in its closest
neighbors as suggested in [9] to avoid saturation. The second
approach, that we call Bubble, replicates objects of an overloaded
peer in all of its in-links [18,13]. In order tomake a fair comparison,
we also included a Local cache to both approaches. These two
approaches represent the main ideas from the state of the art.

The approach first presented in [7] is named TLC in figures
below and the extended version of TLC proposed in this paper is
called TLC+.

The default configuration of our simulation experiments is
presented in Table 1. The simulation is divided in simulation time
windows of 100 units of time. In our default configuration the
query rate is 1000 queries per unit of time, and every 500 units
of time we increase the query rate to simulate a flash crowd
introducing 5000 queries for 5 units of time.

We have considered the freshness of the query answers by
assuming that queries are assigned a time to live (TTL) value by the
Web search engine (WSE) after which the cached object become
stale. The TTL assigned by the WSE is independent of our cache
solution. As in [42], we use the incremental approach to estimate
the TTL value for objects cached by the responsible peers. Notice
that the WSE does not reveal the TTL values assigned to query
answers and thereby peers can only predict them.

Querieswere extracted froma16millionUS–Canada user query
log of the Yahoo! search engine. In the following we present our
performance results.

4.1. Load balancing

In order to measure load balance among peers we use a metric
based on Lorenz curves called theGini coefficient, which is ametric
commonly used in other fields like economics and ecology.

If all peers have the same load, the Lorenz curve is a straight
diagonal line, called the line of equality or perfect load balancing. If
there is any imbalance, then the Lorenz curve falls below the line of
uniformity. The total amount of load imbalance can be summarized
by the Gini coefficient G, which is defined as the relative mean
difference, i.e. the mean of the difference between every possible
pair of peers, divided by their mean load. For n peers the Gini
coefficient is calculated by (1), where li correspond to the load of
the peer i and µ is the mean load. G values range from 1 to 0. The
value 0 is achieved when all peers have the same load. The value
1 is achieved when one peer receives the whole system load while
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Fig. 2. Gini coefficient measuring load balance.

Fig. 3. TLC versus TLC+.

the remaining peers receive none. Therefore when G approaches
0, global load imbalance is small, and when G approaches 1 the
imbalance is large.

G =

n
i=1

(2i− n− 1) · li

n2 · µ
. (1)

Notice that a Gini value equal to 0 is extremely rare in a P2P
network. In [23] Pitoura et al. estimate that Gini values under 0.5
represent a fair load imbalance among the peers.

Fig. 2 presents a comparison of load balance conditions in
the network by measuring the Gini coefficient for the TLC+,
TLC, Leafset and Bubble strategies. The results show that our
approach achieves better load balance than the other approaches.
This is explained by our short-term scheduling. This strategy
improves the hit rate of the local cache, since there is one node
strategically chosen that knows its location. We reach an average
improvement of 31% during the simulation as compared to the
other techniques. Fig. 3 shows the difference between TLC+ and
TLC. Both achieve very similar results. There is a 1% of improvement
of TLC+ compared to TLC with respect to overall network load
balance.

Flash crowds can be clearly seen in the Gini coefficient curves
of the other approaches since the imbalance increases drastically.
In our approach, on the other hand, flash crowds do not affect
performance significantly.
Fig. 4. Number of replicas.

4.2. Number of replicas

Another important metric is the number of replicas created
in order to cope with peaks in load. The replication of an object
in another peer implies the transfer of the whole object and
when a peer is already overloaded; this can degrade the system
performance even more. TLC/TLC+ only replicates the peer role
of being the responsible for an object. This requires a low cost
message but increases traffic outside the network.

Fig. 4 compares the number of replicas created during the
evolution of the simulation. The number of replicas for TLC/TLC+ is
significantly smaller than the number of replicas in the other
approaches. This improvement is explained by our short-term
scheduling strategy. The LCache greatly reduces the load on the
responsible peers by redirecting requests to peers that have
recently requested the queries and have already received the
results. The peaks observed in the number of replicas generated
by the other approaches are a consequence of flash crowd queries,
and the new versions of expired-TTL objects that these strategies
have to replicate in other peers.

The Leafset and Bubble replication schemes do not consider the
load of other peers when responsible peers send objects to them.
However, if they use the same scheme as the TLC/TLC+ strategy,
that is, they perform replication by sharing the responsibility of
requesting objects to the WSE among several peers, they could
decrease the number of replicas as shown in Fig. 5. Nevertheless, in
this case, the TLC/TLC+ strategy still produces less replication than
the Leafset and Bubble strategies.

The extension of the LCache structure of TLC to support more
than one peer ID (TLC+) has a positive impact on the number of
replicas. The simulations assume a transfer latency between peers
of 0.05 (low latency) and 0.5 (high latency) time units. Fig. 6 shows
that the number of replicas decreases even more with the use of
TLC+.With this solutionmore traffic is handled by the peer LCache
structures deviating load to the objects located in the peer local
caches.

4.3. Traffic generated

We analyze the traffic generated within the P2P network to
respond to a query and the traffic generated towards the WSE by
measuring the cache hits and misses respectively.

A cache hit takes place when an object (valid query answer) is
found in the P2P network and thereby there is no need to fetch
the object from theWSE. Fig. 7 presents the evolution of cache hits
through simulation progress. TLC and TLC+ equally improve cache
hits, thus, reducing in about 23% the amount of traffic generated
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Fig. 5. Number of responsibility replicas.

Fig. 6. Number of replicas D > 1.

Fig. 7. Number of hits.

towards the WSE as compared against the alternative approaches.
Leafset and Bubble also achieve the same number of hits. Peaks in
the curves are a consequence of flash crowd queries we injected
during the simulations.

4.4. Latency

We have also measured latency in terms of the number of hops
required to find a cached object in the P2P network. Fig. 8 presents
the results. TLC/TLC+ reduces the number of hops due to our short-
term scheduling which quickly redirects popular queries to peers
where it is likely to find the requested object in a local cache.
Fig. 8. Average number of hops.

Fig. 9. Latency TLC versus TLC+.

In the beginning of the simulation the number of hops starts
at a higher point since cache structures are empty. During the
simulation, the curves tend to decrease as the local caches start to
contain valid answers for popular queries and therefore the routing
process does not reach the responsible peers for all user searches.

The Leafset and Bubble approaches are greatly affected by
TTL expiration since they cannot use invalid query answer copies
stored in local caches and therefore searches have to reach
the responsible peers. Our approach, on the other hand, copes
smoothly with TTL expiration and maintains a stable number of
hops during the whole search process.

TLC and TLC+ have same results in terms of routing hops.
However, the TLC+ strategy decreases average response time
even for a pessimistic case in which communication between
peers is so fast that there is little margin to exploit the object
transfer parallelism introduced by TLC+. Fig. 9 presents the query
latency improvement introduced by TLC+ for the pessimistic case.
TLC+ enables faster searches than TLC sincemore peers can benefit
from the newly arriving copies of objects stored in the peer local
caches at the same time.

4.5. Cache size

Fig. 10(a) and (b) show results when simulating different cache
size configurations for the global and local cache entries present in
the RCache, and the location cache entries present in the LCache. In
each plot we show two measures: (1) the number of overall cache
hits in the left y axis, and (2) the number of replicas in the right y
axis. The x axes show the number of entries in each type of cache.
In both plots, a hit means a query result that is found in some peer
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(a) Cache size. (b) Location cache size.

Fig. 10. Cache structures size.
RCache, and a replica means the assignment of a new DHT neigh-
boring peer to share the responsibility of contacting the WSE for a
given popular query.

The results in Fig. 10(a) show that the introduction of a small
percentage of local cache entries in the RCache greatly reduces the
number of replicas in the system. We did not find much difference
between introducing 16% and 33% of local cache entries in the fixed
space assigned to keep the RCache in each peer. In fact, the figure
shows a slight decrease in hits when we increase the local cache
entrieswhereas replication remains fairly constant. This is because
the number of entries that are no longer available to the whole P2P
community is increasedwhen the global cache entries are reduced.
Popular entries in the local cache, on the other hand, can become
distributed in other peers in the system so they can be re-used by
closer peers in the DHT. Thus the results indicate that it is sufficient
to assign a small percentage (16%) of local cache entries in the space
available for caching query results in each peer.

The results of Fig. 10(a) were obtained with all LCaches
containing 50 entries.Wehave also analyzed the effects of different
sizes for the LCaches. Fig. 10(b) presents how hit and replication
performance degrade as we reduce the number of entries in the
LCaches.Without the LCache entries, the popular query answers in
the local caches are not found and thereby most of the searches
arrive at the responsible peers. This overloads the responsible
peers and consequently more replicas are generated to ease query
load.

The results in Fig. 10(b) also show that even with a fairly small
size for the LCaches (i.e., 50 entries), it is possible to decrease the
number of replicas and increase the number of hits significantly.
Note that each LCache entry is much smaller in space than a
corresponding RCache entry. Apart from the query terms, the
LCache entries mainly contain peer IDs whereas RCache entries
contain full query answers. The space occupied by the LCache is
less than 1% of the whole space reserved for caching in peers.

4.6. Power consumption

To evaluate our proposal against the alternative P2P caching
strategies in terms of power consumption, we extend our simu-
lators to measure hardware utilization and through this metric we
estimate the energy required to process large sets of Web queries
in the network.We set the simulator energy consumption curves in
accordancewith the utilization-to-energy curves presented in [43]
for different commodity hardware devices. The effects of varying
Fig. 11. Power consumption results.

query traffic intensity and flash crowd queries are reflected in the
level of utilization of deviceswhich has a non-linear corresponding
effect in energy consumption. Typically at 0% utilization devices
still consume more than 50% of peak power. To set power values
close to the set-top boxes and network setting we use the baseline
values presented in [5].

Fig. 11 shows the impact on reduction of power consumption of
the proposed TLC and TLC+ strategies under different workloads
as compared against the alternative strategies. The results show
that the better efficiency of the proposed TLC+ strategy, in terms
of communication and overall cache hits, can lead to a significant
reduction of total power consumption with respect to the other
cache strategies.

Note that the work in [5] makes the case for nano data centers
by studying video-on-demand applications. They conclude that,
even under pessimistic scenarios, overall energy consumption
may be reduced between 20% and 30% when compared against
centralized data centers. They argue that the additional energy
cost for home users is not significant. The small extra cost in
electricity bills can be amortized by the ISP with service discounts
and incentives for home users.

As we explain in the following, our application requires
much less computing and communication than the video-on-
demand application and thereby it consumes less energy. As to
communicating single objects inside the network, the size of a
query answer is of the order of a few KBswhereas video sizes are of
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the order ofMBs and GBs. Current trends in Internet usage indicate
that Web and E-mail applications represent less than 20% of the
total content traffic [5]. Thus, at steady state, user query traffic
should consumea small fraction of network resources. On the other
hand, computing is also expected to be very small because (1) we
perform a few low-cost operations per query on caches and (2) it is
possible to achieve a significant improvement in performancewith
very few cache entries per peer. The latter saves energy as there is
no need to use hard-disks in set-top boxes as it may be the case for
the video-on-demand application. Therefore, the effect on home
electricity bills should be negligible.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a result cache strategy for structured P2P
networks called Two-Level Result Caching (TLC+). It applies a
short-term load balancing strategy based on the use of a LCache
structure in each peer. The LCache is a tiny LRU cache that stores
information about the peers that have recently requested queries
in their first hop of the DHT routing path. The LCaches increase
parallelism in the network by making available to other peers the
queries stored in the local result caches of peers that recently
requested the same queries. In addition, amid-term load balancing
strategy is applied to replicate the role of being a responsible
peer in its DHT neighboring peers. Responsible peers are in charge
of contacting third-party Web search engines to get answers
to subsets of user queries. They store these answers in their
global result caches for future references. The replication strategy
applied in the mid-term strategy takes into consideration the peer
capacity and its current load in order to decide when to replicate
responsibility for very popular queries.

The experimental results confirm that our solution improves
load fairness among peers by 5% as compared to the best per-
forming alternative strategy evaluated. Query answer replication
is reduced up to 96% by our solution as compared to alternative
strategies. Replica generation is a communication bandwidth con-
suming operation which can saturate peers and increase the cache
miss rate degrading overall performance. Moreover, TLC+ im-
proves in about 10% the number of cache hits as compared against
the best alternative strategy, and about 18% as compared against
the worst performer. This implies that traffic towards the Web
search engine can be reduced by a similar percentage.

Our experimentation contemplated flash crowdqueries, namely
situations in which a sudden peak of a few popular queries are in-
troduced in the simulation. This allows the evaluation of real-life
situations where users become reactive to big news events. This
is a type of experiment that has not been considered by related
work andwehave observed that it can degrade performance signif-
icantly. In addition, our experiments considered the execution of
millions of queries submitted by actual users of a commercial Web
search engine. The results show that TLC+ is more robust to query
peaks than the alternative strategies as it can quickly spread the
load generated by these queries among several peers. Overall, the
proposed TLC+ improves load balance across peers, reduces object
replications, increases cache hits, reduces the number of network
hops, reduces individual query latency, requires a small number
of cache entries per peer to be efficient, and demands less power
consumption than alternative P2P caching strategies.
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